Resource List:
Material for Children & Tweens

The resources listed here align with Focus on the Family’s philosophy and mission. Call us at 1-800-A-FAMILY, or visit our online store at store.focusonthefamily.com. (Information is regularly updated, but it’s still possible that an item originally available from Focus on the Family is now unavailable.) You might also be interested in content posted on our website at focusonthefamily.com.

Included

- Magazines & Clubs
- Books
- CDs
- DVDs
- Resource Lists and Q&As
- Referrals

### Magazines & Clubs

**Focus on the Family Clubhouse Jr. Magazine** • CJMPKA1012 • ages 7 and under

Each monthly issue of Focus on the Family Clubhouse, Jr. magazine contains easy-to-read stories, puzzles, crafts, kids’ own writings and drawings, and much more—all with an emphasis on biblical values.

**Focus on the Family Clubhouse Magazine** • CHMPKA1012 • ages 8-12

A Focus on the Family Clubhouse membership provides twelve months of exciting stories, puzzles, and jokes to help instill a growing faith.

**Adventures in Odyssey Club™** • ages 8-12

Members have access to the entire library of Focus on the Family’s Adventures in Odyssey® radio drama. They also receive exclusive new monthly episodes and video documentaries. Other features include hands-on activities, crafts and articles, and special discounts. The club also raises kids’ awareness to needs around the world by highlighting partner organizations and their outreach efforts, including Christian Veterinary Mission, Operation Christmas Child, and Compassion International.

### Books

**801 Questions Kids Ask About God** by Focus on the Family (2000) • 9780842337885 • ages 2-10

Kids ask amazing—and often difficult—questions about God, faith, and the Bible. But the thoughtful answers offered here are taken from Scripture and won’t leave you at a loss for words.

**Adventures in Odyssey® 90 Devotions for Kids** by Focus on the Family (2012) • 9781604826715 • ages 6-10

Designed for families to read together, this devotional offers historical stories, modern biographies, Bible adventures, and key scenes from Adventures in Odyssey® radio dramas to help children learn about God’s love and how to grow closer to Him.

**Adventures in Odyssey® Bible (NIrV)** by Focus on the Family (2017) • 97815899979284 • ages 8-12

Features like Whit’s Wisdom, Candid Conversations, Wooton’s Fun Facts, and Jason’s Jargon will keep kids turning the pages, reading the biblical text, and growing in their understanding of God’s Word.
The Blackgaard Chronicles #1: Opening Moves  
A conniving city councilman is secretly carrying out plans against John Avery Whittaker and Whit’s End. Meanwhile, against Whit’s orders, Eugene and Connie tamper with a top-secret computer room—and the destructive Applesause program is unleashed. Can Whit counter the forces opposing him? What does Dr. Blackgaard really want?

(Find more titles in our online store.)

Adventures in Odyssey® The Blackgaard Chronicles Series (ages 10+)

The Blackgaard Chronicles #1: Opening Moves by Phil Loller (2017) • 9781589979260
A conniving city councilman is secretly carrying out plans against John Avery Whittaker and Whit’s End. Meanwhile, against Whit’s orders, Eugene and Connie tamper with a top-secret computer room—and the destructive Applesause program is unleashed. Can Whit counter the forces opposing him? What does Dr. Blackgaard really want?

(Find more titles in our online store.)
Adventures in Odyssey® Imagination Station Series (ages 7-11)

Imagination Station #9: Escape to the Hiding Place by Marianne Hering (2012) • 9781604826678 •
Join Beth and Patrick as they arrive in Holland during World War II and help smuggle a baby into the capable hands of Corrie ten Boom. As the cousins hide from Nazi soldiers and encourage Jewish children along the way, they learn to appreciate the bravery and sacrifice of those who helped the Jews during this terrible time.

(Find more titles in our online store.)

Adventures in Odyssey® CDs

Adventures in Odyssey® #63: Up in the Air (2017) • 9781589978430 • ages 8-12
“6 Stories on True Friendship & Reconciliation”

Adventures in Odyssey® #64: Under the Surface (2018) • 9781589979345 • ages 8-12
“6 Stories on Heroes, Secrets & More!”

Adventures in Odyssey® #65: Expect the Unexpected (2018) • 9781589979352 • ages 8-12
“6 Stories on Friendship, Family & Fame”

(Find more titles in our online store.)

Last Chance Detectives (ages 6-14)

Last Chance Detectives Gift Set by Focus on the Family (2004) • 9781414300139 •
Join Mike, Winnie, Ben, and Spence as they solve local mysteries and learn important life lessons along the way.

#1: Mystery Lights of Navajo Mesa • 9781414300108 •
#2: Legend of the Desert Bigfoot • 9781414300115 •
#3: Escape From Fire Lake • 9781414300122 •

VeggieTales (ages 4-12)

Larry Boy and the Bad Apple by Word Entertainment (2006) • 820413107598 •
The Bad Apple is rotten to the core, but the citizens of Bumblyburg may not realize it until it’s too late. Even Larry Boy must stand strong and learn the dangers of temptation and the strength found in accountability.

Princess and the Popstar by Big Idea/Word (2011) • 820413119690 •
Princess Poppyseed dreams of fame and fortune away from the farm, and her favorite singer, Vanna Banana, would love to leave the hectic pace of stardom behind. When the two girls accidentally meet, they decide to switch places—and discover that sometimes you should be careful what you wish for!

(Find more titles in our online store)

What’s in the Bible? (ages 5-8)

Volume 1: In the Beginning (EMI CMG) • 853026002325 •
Kids are introduced to Buck Denver and his friends as they talk about the book of Genesis and answer questions like “What is the Bible?” and “Who wrote the Bible?”

(Find more titles in our online store.)
Resource Lists

- focusonthefamily.com/family-q-and-a/resources-and-referrals
  Find recommended resources and referrals listed by topic, including:
  
  **Christian Growth for Children & Teens** • RL022A •

Q&As

- focusonthefamily.com/family-q-and-a
  Browse our Q&As for advice and encouragement.

Focus on the Family Counseling Consultation Line

If you need someone to talk to, Focus offers a free phone counseling consultation with a licensed counselor. Call weekdays, 6:00 AM to 8:00 PM (MT), **1-855-771-HELP (4357)**. Our staff may need to call you back, but they’d love to speak with you.

Focus on the Family’s Christian Counselor Network

Search for licensed Christian counselors in your area: FocusOnTheFamily.com/FindACounselor